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Archbishop Rowan Williams has been
on the ACE Advisory Board for many
years and from time to time has contributed to ACE purposes as an interlocutor in the art-faith-culture conversation. We learn from the introduction
to this volume that this triangle of concerns has interested the archbishop
for years, as those who have tracked
his writings closely will know. So it is
both fitting and helpful that as the art
and faith interface gathers momentum the archbishop should now offer
a substantial contribution, bringing
Hammer does not treat in any ex- into play long-standing interest in artensive fashion the religious back- tistic endeavours by, say, Dostoevsky,
ground of Bacon and Sutherland be- Eric Gill, David Jones, and Flannery
yond recognition of the fact that Bacon O'Connor, while at the same time furparticularly their use of Aeschylean was an atheist and Sutherland a Roman thering such interest with overtly thetragedies and the crucifixion, both of Catholic and that each artist spoke on ological and metaphysical concerns.
which serve as sources of images and occasion about his attitudes towards The key words of the title and subtitle,
meaning. We shall return to this lat- religion. Nor does he call upon, in any working almost chiastically, point up
ter point. The third chapter. Influences, systematic way, religious or theologi- the intricate inter-play of theoretical
considers influences that came from cal concepts in interpreting their art- and empirical considerations that form
the larger artistic and cultural worlds, work. But there are also ways in which the dauntingly broad sweep of the four
both in Britain and in the international he invites further consideration of the lectures that make up this book.
community, with treatments of artists religious significance of their work.
The positive tension of the text arisand writers including Picasso and such Indeed, he provides a rich field of in- es from the dialogue Williams facilimovements as surrealism and existen- sights about the religious temper of tates between a particular 'moment' in
tialism. This chapter also treats the di- the times and what he acknowledges Roman Catholic philosophy and theolvergences between the painters both in as the two artists' preoccupation with ogy, namely Jacques Maritain's early
'universal or mythic themes relating
their relationship and their work.
in particular to classical Greek tragedy twentieth-century Neo-Thomist exploHammer's study is a trove of rich and the Passion of Jesus Christ.' (p 98). rations in aesthetics, and its out-workexplorations. The artists' relationship 1 recommend this volume to those who ings among two artistic practitioners
is reconstructed and their works are in- wish to explore the religious ques- who used and built on Maritain's forterpreted ina fashion that pull us deep- tions Bacon and Sutherland raise. The mulations. So, the first chapter, 'Modly into the unfolding process of how beginning point would be Hammer's ernism [in art not theology!] and the
they worked and how they informed treatment of Bacon's Three Studies for Scholastic Revival', sets the working
and influenced each other's work. The Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion (1944) conceptual framework for the concrete
comparisons and contrasts of works and Sutherland's Crucifixion (1945) expositions in chapters two and three,
including Sutherland's Gorse on Sea which he did for St Matthew's Church 'David Jones: Material Words' and
Wall (tç^ç). Association of Oaks (1939in Northampton. Both artists used the 'Flannery O'Connor: Proper Names'.
4), Green Tree Form: Interior of Woods
crucifixion in later works that are be- In his fourth chapter, 'God and the Art(1940), Horned Forms (1944), Thorn Tree
yond the focus of this study, but these ist'. Williams continues this tension
(1943-6) and Crucifixion (1946) and
works are the beginning point and of- in another vein, exploring where the
Bacon's Three Studies for Figures at the
fer the fullest insight into Bacon and preceding theoretical and empirical inBase of a Crucifixion (1944), Figure in Sutherland's
a
treatment of the human sights lead in addressing 'a serious unLandscape (1945), Figure Study (1945-6),condition - a treatment that shakes the
derlying question', namely, 'whether
Painting (1946), and Head VI (1949) (all viewer into an awareness of the darkworks in large color reproductions) ness that threads our human situation. there is an unavoidably theological element to all artistic labour ' (p 5).
touch on their mutual points of influThose of a theological or philosophience, ranging from studio materials to
Martin Hammer offers the reader cal bent will find chapters 1 and 4 most
the creations of images to the affinity of a pilgrimage with Francis Bacon and
meanings. But we are also invited into Graham Sutherland through a time interesting; those with literary and art
the artistic clime of the period and the and place of great moment in the twen- critical capacity will be drawn to 2 and
point and counterpoint of artists, writ- tieth century. It is an extraordinary 3. Few Art & Christianity readers have
ers, dramatists, ideas, movements, art- journey that provides many 'stations' Archbishop Williams' almost polymathic interests and critical acumen;
works that played pivotal artistic roles of the cross for reflection.
as a result they will, I suspect, find the
on the landscape of the war years and
Wilson Yates
lectures unevenly graspable. Still, it is
the immediate years following. To select randomly from those who mattered
most: David Gascoyne, TS Eliot, Dylan
Thomas, W H Auden, W H Stanford,
Stephen Spender, Peter Watson, Sonia
Orwell and others in the Horizon magazine group, William Blake, Samuel
Palmer, Henry Moore, Andre Masson,
Matisse, Picasso, Aeschylus, Georgia
O'Keeffe, Max Ernst, and such critics
as Herbert Read, Robert Melville and
David Sylvester, as well as a stream of
others populate the book's pages with
Hammer showing how each played on
one or both of the two men's thought
and work or revealed in large measure
or small something of the tragic meaning of the period of the 1940s.
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very much worth persevering precisely relations, motivations and acHons. In obedient. This is a complex dynamic to
because the promise of the art and faith this exploration, we are told, O'Connor explain, but those who have set about
conversation depends upon different embraces dogma (Catholic presup- a creative endeavour will have expeworlds knowing and using competently positions about reality are, it seems, rienced something of what Williams
the language(s) of the other. One of the meant by that term) as 'an instrument is labouring to analyze. What an artmany things Williams gives us in this for penetrating reality' (p 98). 'Doing ist creates, then, does not have clear or
book is a potent example of such - what justice to the visible world is reflect- fixed boundaries of meaning; there is
should we call it? - bilinguality. Clearly iting the love of God for it, the fact that 'presence' in such a creation that exis worth the effort. Perhaps the best way this world is worth dying for in God's presses itself in a kind of dialogue both
to illustrate that is by offering a telling eyes' (p 99). A writer so informed, then, with the artists and with anyone who
quotation from each chapter to suggest will not shrink from presenting the lu- engages the artistic work or product: 'a
the movement of the argument and the rid reality of the world, and will see presence within what is made that genscope each chapter affords.
that same world and its circumstances erates difference, self-questioning, in
Williams' interpretafion of Mari- interrupted and transfigured by rev- the perceiving subject' (p 150).
tain's aesthetics is tough since it is the elation. Thus, as Williams' examples
Williams brings us finally to the islanguage of a world unknown to most illustrate, O'Connor sees God as 'think- sue of the alterity of the artistic work,
of us. In enumerating its leading themes able or accessible or even manifest... in and with that to the form of love that
Williams presents insights which set the most grotesque and empty or cruel characterizes the artist in relation to
the overall argument in mofion. Two situations' (p 100). At such flashpoints her or his work. In letting the artistic
points are key: first, 'By engaging us in God (grace) opens up a 'radically "oth- work be itself the artist enacts a disposan unforeseen pattern of coherence or er" depth' in the surface events. Once sessional love. In so doing the artist
integrity, art uncovers relations and res- again, Maritain's notion of excess.
honours the generative capacity of the
onances in thefieldof perception which
The fourth chapter, 'God and the world, its power to become more than
'ordinary' seeing and experiences ob- Artist', builds upon a point that the it at any moment is.
scure or even deny', so that, second, preceding chapters have cumulatively
Strands like that lead Williams to
art 'opens up the dimension in which' argued, namely, that our world 'is one what he calls 'the frontiers of theology'
- and here is a prime Maritain insight in which perception is always incom- (p 154), that is, to concepts of the sa- 'things are more than they are', 'give plete' (p 135). By way of fascinating ref- cred ('presence' and 'depth') and, most
erences to Douglas Hofstadler's take importantly, to specifically Christian
more than they have' (p 37).
In exploring the aesthetic principles on human consciousness' 'fugal' work- notions of God as Trinity. There is the
of David Jones {1895-1975), Williams ings, Williams proposes that our appre- bed-rock, or the final reference point
shows how Maritain's metaphysics hension of reality is always 'unfolding' for any and all excess, alterity and diswere developed in Jones' interest in and therefore that the world is for us possession. There is much more richrepresentation which honours the 'ex- irrepressibiy generative. This is not to ness in thisfinalchapter. For instance, I
cess that pervades appearances' (p 60): say that there is no truth to be grasped, find Williams' view that creative work
'... artwork is indeed ... an extension of but that the grasping of it {ii grasping is offers what theology has called notitia
"nature"; but it is so by the thorough- the right image; probably it isn't) is an - 'suggestions'? - of the reality of God
ness of its transmutation of given na- endless process. 'The "what" of what is in the created world. Whereas artists
ture into another material reality that known is not something that simply be- may well find this chapter a welcome
reflects it and in do doing alters it and longs to the given shape we begin with way into rediscovering why Christians
displays the hidden 'more than it is' (p. in our perception or appreher\sion; it profess God as Trinity, church people
60). Working with a sacramental view extends possibilities, or even... invites can also draw from this last chapter
rooted in Christ's humanity as 'charged response that will continue its life, its some interesting trajectories to explore
with significance', Jones sees the stuff specific energy' (pp 138-9). There is, in the realm of pastoral theology and
of the world as a medium of commu- then, a kind of shadow over the relation hermeneutics. The prime language and
nication, with the result that any ex- between the knower and what is per- symbolism of Christianity, that of bapploration of the possible meanings of ceived, a shadow of sfill-more-to-come tism, is generative ('re-generation').
Does this tell us something about how
that stuff draws us into the world's sac- in that perceptual relationship.
ramentality. Therefore, argues Jones,
In the penetrating, or opening up Christians are meant to understand
'art fails to understand itself without of that 'more', artistic endeavour has the world and human experience akin
sacramental reference' (p 87). What is a unique place since it is free from the to Williams' notion of uncovering 'exmost interesting here is how Jones is requirements of what Williams calls cess'? And does not that same notion
presented as suggesting that behaviour 'routine instrumental thinking' (p 141). of excess somehow explain an earlier
is a kind of art, 'a search for forms,' ex- As he expounds the artistic alternative view of multi-layered biblical meanplains Williams, 'that will uncover the to mere instrumental thinking where, ings, an approach discredited by hisinterconnected ness of reality' (p 89).
we could say, the subject seeks mastery torical-critical method? Might there be
a new scope here?
Chapter 3 on American Catholic over the object known, the relation beI suppose questions like that point to
writer Flannery O'Connor (1925-1964) tween the artist and what is being made
explores another practitioner's 'take' is one in which the object of artistic cre- thegenerativequality of Williams' own
on the trajectory set by Maritain. Once ation (a sculpture, say, or a poem or the text, and might confirm other readers in
again it involves an exploration of the character in a story) asserts a kind of this reviewer's sense that Grace and Nesignificance that is accorded to the is-ness, or 'necessity' in being this and cessity has about itself no little artistry.
world, but now, it is the world of human not that to which the artist must be
Charles Miller
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